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A Time for Celebration 

 
From the Archangelic Realm of Michael this is Michael and We welcome you as you are 
opening up to new parameters in life, opening your heart space to the fullness of life and 
opening to the grandness and greatness of self as you are now moving into your month of 
July. You are opening up to new ways of living life, new ways of looking at life. As 
opposed to looking at life from the glass is half empty and now looking at life as the glass 
is full or what is in your life.  
 
We have come to you many times to look at life as what is in your life. As you move into 
your month of July it is now about looking at what is in your life, what you are grateful for 
as to what has transpired in your life. Most importantly to look at what you are grateful for 
about you. What you have done on your pathway, what has transpired on your pathway  
in your life as you move to a depth of your personal process that you quite possibly never 
thought you could move to before. It is about opening up your heart space to you in your 
month of July. As a matter of fact looking into the mirror and celebrating you.      
 
As you move into the month of July it is now a celebration, a celebration of you. In many 
ways the celebration of the independence of you as the adult where you are no longer 
walking through life with the wounded child running your life. You are moving into a 
greater depth of self discernment, discerning between the wounded child and the adult. 
Now opening up to the grandness of yourself as you move into the month of July and 
begin a month of celebration. Celebrating you and your pathway. Celebrating those in 
your life you have relationships with, the healthy relationships where there is a balance of 
giving and receiving. It’s open, honest and transparent.  
 
The question We have for you is, how transparent and authentic are you being within the 
depth and breadth of yourself? Not only with those outside of you but with yourself? How 
honest are you with yourself where you are on your pathway? It is time to take a look at 
this as you move into the second half of your year of 2023 and opening up the second half 
as a new year in many ways. You have moved through your first half of your year in deep 
introspection and now moving into self compassion for where you are in your process. 
 
It is most important to know what self compassion is. Loving, honoring and valuing you is 
something We have spoken to you many times before. It is about self compassion. Having 
compassion for where you are in your process. Is judgement and shame still popping up 
where you are in your process? As if to say, I should know this by now, I should be past 
this, I shouldn’t be doing this by now. Even though I have been doing this work for many 



years and studying with the masters of this, yet here I am in my process on this earthly 
plain. This is the key. You have chosen to incarnate in the human form to continue the 
process in your soul plan. The evolutionary process you are moving through on this 
earthly plain is designed so you can heal what you need to heal in this lifetime. You are 
continually on that healing journey until the day that this aspect, this fragment of your soul 
plan is ended and you transition to what you will be transitioning to in that aspect of your 
soul plan.  
 
In many ways it is a continuous process of moving within in a personal process that is 
geared toward loving, honoring and valuing who you are in this lifetime.  
 
Now as you move into your month of July you can begin to celebrate where you have 
come from to where you are now in that process and doing it with self compassion. Self 
compassion for where you are in your process. Which is accepting what is in your life. It 
is not so much about looking outside of yourself in the physical third dimensional realm 
and looking at what is in your life there, it is about accepting where you are in your 
process in the inner journey and where you are within that. This is what is in your life and 
transpiring in your life. This is where I am in my process. I am celebrating the fact that I 
have undertaken this journey of moving within in the process. This is where I am. As I 
look back at where I began this process to where I am now and how deeply I have moved 
within that process, can I celebrate the fact that I am continually in that process?  
 
It is now a self celebration as you move into the month of July to see where you have 
come in that process and having the courage to move within and look at yourself. Look in 
the mirror consistently at yourself. Letting go of shame and judgment of self even though 
that may still exist in many, a deeper sense of shame and judgment. Shaming aspects of 
yourself that you never thought you shamed before. This is coming to the fore many. 
Judgment of self, judging aspects you in your life that you never thought you judged 
before. Begin to celebrate these revelations on your pathway, the openings, the growth 
periods. Look at where you have grown as you have moved to a place of independence 
from the need for validation and gratification from others outside of you. Where you are 
now a self sustainable soul on the earthly plain continuing a process of growing and 
opening your heart space to love and receiving love. Allowing yourself to feel your 
feelings. How deeply do you feel your feelings? How deeply do you allow your feelings or 
are you still suppressing and repressing them or avoiding the feelings that are surfacing? 
How deeply have you moved in your process in life?  
 
It is now time to celebrate all of this and ask the questions, how deeply do I love, honor 
and value myself now and can I celebrate where I am now? Or, are you thinking you 
should be light years ahead. I should have gotten thus by now. I should have known this 
by now. I should have experienced this by now. You are experiencing what you are 
experiencing exactly what you are supposed to in this time/space continuum in the 
moment of now. Based upon your soul plan.  



As We have said to you many times before, if you can look at your life as it transpires is 
based in your soul plan you will begin to open yourself to self love by accepting with 
compassion where you are. We have said this many times before, can you accept with 
compassion exactly where you are. If you can do that you are being with what is in your 
life.  
 
Once again, it is not so much about what is in your life in the surroundings of your third 
dimensional realm right now as you move through your month of July, it is about what is 
in your personal process. Ask yourself where am I? Can I accept with compassion where I 
am in my personal process? Can I allow the process as it unfolds as it will unfold in your 
soul’s divine plan?  
 
Your month of July is a celebration, a celebration of your independence. A celebration of 
where you are and how far you have come when you began this process in the process 
you call life.            
 
                                         
 


